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dMFK Completes Latest 
Workspace For The Office 
Group In Canary Wharf’s 
One Canada Square

The Office Group (TOG) has opened its first 
flexible workspace in Canary Wharf, located 
on the 7th, 8th and 9th floors within the 
iconic One Canada Square tower, following a 
comprehensive, stylish refurbishment by dMFK 
Architects. 

This marks TOG’s 39th workspace now open 
in the UK. TOG occupies 80,000 sq ft across 
three floors of the prestigious 50-storey office 
building, which forms the centrepiece of the 
renowned Canary Wharf estate. 

Designed by the late César Pelli and completed 
in 1991, the landmark One Canada Square 
skyscraper stands at 235 metres high and 
is currently the UK’s second tallest building, 
holding a striking position in the London 
skyline. 

TOG worked with long-time collaborator dMFK 
to transform the three floors into an inviting, 
light-filled space that offers members flexible 
offices to cater for companies ranging from four 
to 1,000 employees. (cont...)
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(cont...) The floors now occupied by TOG have 
been reconfigured to provide numerous design-
led meeting rooms – all with a bespoke feel, 
communal lounge and recharge areas, breakout 
spaces and phone booths. Members will also 
benefit from the inclusion of a fitness studio 
by TOG’s inhouse partner, Manor, including a 
dedicated Peloton bike area, and a Maple & 
Co café serving seasonal and locally-sourced 
nutritious meals and bites throughout the day.    

dMFK’s reinvigoration of the TOG space in One 
Canada Square has focused on the creation 
of linear avenues – connecting the directional 
views from each side of the building – to 
flood each of the floors with light, illuminating 
even the centremost parts of the building, 
bringing the spaces to life. The three floors are 
connected by a dramatic new staircase to create 
natural circulation amongst TOG members and 
provide access to the full range of amenities. 

Each floorplate has been carefully set out to 
create a sequence of different spaces that feel 
intimate and warm, through the considered use 
of texture and craft within the upholstery, as 
well as joinery and floor finishes. 

In designing the interior concept, dMFK drew inspiration 
from the mid-century era of Phillip Johnson and Mies Van 
der Rohe, a nostalgic reference to the heroic period of 
American corporate interior design. Stylistically, the new 
interior references the materiality and tonal quality of the 
original building foyer, using rich figured terrazzo, mid-toned 
sapele timber panelling and painted metalwork to create a 
welcoming, tactile and crafted working environment. 

Linoleum-faced joinery in various colours, designed by 
dMFK, combined with a range of Kvadrat fabrics add to the 

exceptional finish of shared areas within the workspace. Extensive planting, use of custom 
lighting designed by dMFK and a bold colour palette of deep blue, soft pink, smoky green 
and terracotta contribute to the mid-century style of design, creating warm pockets of 
space within the linear avenues that emphasise the geometry of the common spaces whilst 
activating the depth of the plan. 

TOG worked closely with dMFK to curate a selection of classic and contemporary furniture 
from Vitra, Normann Copenhagen, &tradition, Hai and Faina, alongside TOG’s co-designed 
stackable Co Chair specified in a range of fabrics for the meeting rooms.  www.dmfk.co.uk        
One Canada Square by dMFK © Gilbert McCarragher
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Mario Cucinella Architects 
Creates An Oasis In Tirana 
With New Statement 
Ekspozita Building

The building rises to a maximum of 24 storeys, peaking at the rear in a way 
that refers to the nearby Mount Dajti and to other Balkan Mountains. The 
result of its unusual geometry is that the ground floor of the building, plus 
another much smaller two-storey building which will be used as a nursery/
kindergarten, occupies only 44% of the plot. 

As the building rises upwards, it withdraws back into itself, creating the 
smaller footprints that are most suitable for residential use. A ‘notch’ in 
the rear of the building provides a diagonal route through, dividing the 
two sides of commercial development on the ground floor and offering 
permeability to the site.  www.mcarchitects.it/en/

Mario Cucinella Architects (MC A) has received the go-
ahead for Ekspozita Building, a new 93m tall mixed-use 
statement building in the centre of Tirana, Albania, comprising 
commercial, residential and public amenity spaces. The 
building’s unusual form allows it to partially encircle a 
generous new green space that is particularly valuable in a 
busy capital where open areas are few and far between. 

Generous planting to the residential upper floors enhances 
the sense of a green oasis, while the inward-facing balconies 
give a feeling of enclosure and protection from the busy city. 
Cutting off angles on the corners of its rectangular plot to 
create yet more public spaces, the building occupies three 
and a half sides of a square footprint, opening its courtyard 
up to the south, onto the tree-lined Blv Gergi Fishta - one of 
Tirana’s major roads. 
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H2R Design Adds 
Third Avenue Boutique 
To Their Prestigious 
Portfolio Of Projects

H2R Design was commissioned to design Third 
Avenue Boutique, a quintessentially stylish 
fine dining restaurant situated in The Dubai 
Mall’s luxurious Fashion Avenue extension. 
The award-winning design studio creating 
renowned commercial and hospitality spaces, 
was tasked to design a contemporary hotspot 
offering fashionable gourmet and showcasing 
exquisite handmade chocolates and the 
brand’s own range of perfumes.

In addition to the Third Avenue Boutique’s 
spacious interiors, the design also had to 
incorporate the venue’s distinct feature, the 
mall’s largest terrace overlooking the world-
famous Burj Khalifa and fountain views. Third 
Avenue Boutique’s interiors were developed 
to create a luxurious fine dining experience 
catering to distinguished shoppers and 
bespoke diners. 

While the design brief called for opulence, 
H2R Design understood that the core concept 
begins with the ideology of “food is fashion”, 
where fashion is more than style or clothes. 
Rather it’s the way people do things differently 
and the root of change.  

To satisfy the expectations of the client and diners, H2R Design wanted to deliver a mood-aware experience 
that is intimate but with a heightened sense of glamour and where the “food is fashion” concept has not 
only lent itself to the unique, inspirational and visionary menu but also to the lighting, angles, materials, and 
perspectives of the dining experience. The design aesthetic of Third Avenue Boutique is wholly contemporary, 
from the shopfront glass façade with large scale gradient, respectfully classic to its metal arches, to the layered 
ceiling panelling.  (cont...)
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Although working with the fluted and ribbed 
glass was difficult when shaping consistency, 
H2R Design were able to mould it into the 
desired form.  The overall furnishing style 
at Third Avenue Boutique is contemporary; 
however, classic shapes and textures were used 
to further support the lush atmosphere. The 
chairs in particular with their velour fabrics, 
deep colours and idyllic curvature represent the 
modern feel yet capture timeless design.  Some 
design challenges were presented along the 
way that were mainly attributed to architectural 
constraints such as the ceiling. 

Due to the mall’s architectural and complex 
service ceiling, the team had to work on it in 
three levels (visibly seen as ceiling drops or 
steps) instead of having one flat high ceiling 
that was in the original design.  Additionally, as 
the unit was fused together from two different 
spaces, a challenge was to find an element 
that unified both spaces together. The luxe 
marble flooring achieved that and married the 
two spaces seamlessly.  

The importance and effective use of natural 
light also played a significant role in making 
adjustments along the way. With the brilliance 
of exterior lights shifting from day to night, 
originally designed darker features making the 
space gloomy were changed into lighter tones 
to help illuminate the space. 
www.h2rdesign.com

(cont...) Marbled flooring, with the most 
extravagant natural stones, cover the ground as 
a luxurious and cultural symbol of architectural 
refinement. Carrara White and Armani Grey 
stones were used to display refined taste. 
Alternate marbled coloured patterns where 
placed angled to space to create depth, and 
a dynamic feel and movement. The team 
incorporated a Piet Mondrian-inspired wall of 
vertical and horizontal line compositions to 
strengthen asymmetries. 

Characterised by a rigid geometry of squares 
and rectangles that are striking in their 
simplicity, the rich Mondrian Style black ribbed 
wood paneling was designed to pronounce the 
complexity and character of the space while 
the gold accent strips create definition.

The walls further reinforce the modern design 
while the colour warms the interiors and fills 
it with shadows and absorbs from the bright 
exterior spaces.  The design also features a 
Brass Metal Cornice. It was purposefully used 
by the team as brass metal adds a touch of 
elegance and industrial style but with a very 
eclectic appeal. Given that floor is a U-shape 
layout with two plots merged together, 
having a bold and strong element like brass 
metal travelling across the whole restaurant 
connected both spaces.

Another unique feature includes the floor to 
ceiling digital light boxes on the restaurant’s 
walls. The light box displays have graphics 
that change periodically to showcase themes 
that match the menu. The bar display counter 
features emerald ribbed panels and painted 
tempered fluted glass cladding to provide 
a textured appearance creating interest and 
visual balance.
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Rocco Design 
Architects Completes 
Chinese University 
Of Hong Kong 
Campus In Shenzhen

The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shenzhen (CUHK SZ) 
brings the global perspective and academic excellence to the 
city Shenzhen – China’s rapidly-growing innovation and tech 
hub. Situated in the natural reserve area of Tong Gu Hill, the 
campus houses multiple teaching and research facilities, student 
residences, administrative offices, and recreation facilities that 
serve 7000 students.

Rocco Design Architects Associates developed a masterplan and 
comprehensive design that not only serves the needs of faculty, 
students, and staff, but also creates a sustainable, community-
oriented learning environment that reflects the dynamic and 
collaborative spirit of Shenzhen. The project embraces the 
existing natural landscape as a primary planning premise. 

To take full advantage of its natural riches while maximizing 
the site’s functionality, the campus is divided into three zones: 
Natural Terrain, where buildings merge with existing topography; 
Academic Clusters, which define the urban edge of the campus; 
and in between the two, Campus Green, a central open space for 
relaxation and interaction.

By zoning the campus in this way, communities are formed 
to promote interactions between research, learning, 
living, and working. The design concept emphasises the 
in-between spaces of the buildings within the campus to 
encourage spontaneous interaction and exchange. 

Faculty buildings within the Academic Clusters are arranged 
in a criss-cross formation, which creates convenient 
circulations paths, multiple points of contact, and flexibility 
that lends itself to a diverse array of activities. The CUHK 
SZ masterplan embodies a unique architectural identity of 
formal porosity and openness. 

The project thoughtfully integrates built form with nature 
and designs multiple spaces that facilitate dialogue 
within the University community. In doing so, it fosters 
a sense of community and shared inspiration crucial to 
the development of a vibrant and collaborative campus 
environment.  www.rocco.hk
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GOT A PIPE PROBLEM? YOU CAN COUNT ON LISA’S 
TEAM TO HELP
When an insurance customer needs urgent assistance with a water supply 
or drainage problem, they value the experts who will take control and sort 
it, quickly.  That is where Lisa Kibbler’s team comes into its own. Lisa is the 
customer operations manager for the Lanes Group plc Insurance Division 
which provides drainage and clean water 
supply repair services for the insurance 
industry. One of her key measures of 
success is deceptively simple but very 
important. 
“We must be making more outbound calls 
than take inbound ones,” she explains. 
“It’s about being proactive. If an insurance 
customer feel they must call us, it’s usually 
because we’ve slipped up somewhere.” 
Her team aren’t just call handlers, they 
are dedicated solution providers. “Our 
call centre team looks after individual 
insurance customers from first contact to the moment their claim has been 
resolved,” she says. 
“They own the problem from start to finish.” Lisa has responsibility for 
maintaining the high service standards expected by Lanes, insurance clients 
and their customers. “We do well, because we have high expectations of 
ourselves, just as our insurance clients and their customers have as well,” 
says Lisa. “We care about the people we’re helping, and we have the best 
clean water and drainage operatives, so we can make the system repairs 
our customers need.”  www.lanesfordrains.co.uk

Building technology specialist, Roman 
Products, has introduced a versatile new 
low energy, unitised building system. Named 
Jo Blox, the rapid build block uses a hemp 
foam resin core that can be produced in a 
range of sizes and is considered ideal for the 
construction of garden rooms, extensions or 
full eco-house designs and the erection of 
emergency shelters in disaster zones.
 
The version on display will feature 12mm 
Magply MgO board for the both faces to 
provide maximum fire resistance, with the 
overall 200mm wall width achieving Part L 
compliance, though other board materials 
can be employed and the thickness increased 
to 300mm for a super low energy solution.  
With face dimensions of 600mm x 300mm, 
the standard thickness blocks weigh just 5kg, 
while the assembly uses interlocking timber 
inserts and a foam joint for airtightness. 

Michelle Contini of Roman Products 
commented: “We are currently manufacturing 
the Jo Blox at our premises in Norfolk, but 
have a new production facility coming on line 
later this year, which will allow us to supply 
smaller developers as well as self-builders 
seeking sustainability."

"Depending on the application you can build 
off a concrete slab or compacted Type I base, 
with two men able to erect a bungalow in 
a couple of days. Importantly Jo Blox is a 
vapour open, breathable building solution 
with no thermal bridges, which can be erected 
quickly by semi-skilled labour.  Its low weight 
means it could be flown into disaster areas, 
or manufactured in the vicinity by partner 
companies. Production is also rapid with the 
blocks being released from the mould within a 
minute or less.”  www.romanproducts.uk  

HEMP AT HEART OF LOW CARBON, 
LOW RISE BUILDING SOLUTION

PROTECH VOC FLEx AWARDED BBA CERTIFICATION

The A. Proctor Group, renowned for providing high-quality membrane 
solutions for controlling heat, air and moisture movement in buildings 
(HAMM), is delighted to announce that its’ Protech VOC Flex high 
performance membrane has been awarded a BBA Agrément Certificate. 
Following extensive research and development, Protech VOC Flex 

was introduced as a high 
performance VOC membrane, 
part of the Group’s 
comprehensive range of 
ground gas protection 
products. 
Protech VOC Flex is a 6-layer 
flexible proprietary reinforced 
VOC gas barrier suitable 
for use on brownfield sites 
that require protection from 
dangerous contaminants such 
as hydrocarbons. 

 The BBA Certificate confirms that Protech VOC Flex, in normal 
circumstances, will remain effective against the ingress of damp and 
water vapour, and will restrict the ingress of radon, methane, carbon 
dioxide, hydrocarbons and VOC’s for the lifetime of the building in which 
it is incorporated.  www.proctorgroup.com

As an independently 
tested, proven-in-
practice and versatile 
construction material, 
Membrane WP from 
the Firefly™ range is 
ideally suited for use 
within facade build-ups and other wall constructions, 
where it will offer weather as well as fire protection 
while allowing moisture vapour to be vented from the 
structure. 
Firefly™ Membrane WP is manufactured in the UK by 
Lancashire based TBA Protective Technologies, while 
it has been certified as Class A2 Non-Combustible 
under the challenging EN 13501-1 standard by industry 
renowned Warrington Fire Laboratories. 
This means the membrane will not support a flame, 
propagate smoke, toxic gases, flaming droplets or 
particles and has achieved a rating of A2, s1, d0.  
www.tba-pt.com 

FIREFLY™ MEMBRANE WP OFFERS CERTIFIED 
PROTECTION FOR WALL CONSTRUCTIONS

The task of installing drainage and waterproofing 
solutions into a wetroom has been simplified, thanks 
to the new CGI animated videos from CCL Wetrooms. 
Providing a visual step by step guide to installing 
a Linear Screed Drain & Tilesure Waterproofing & 
Decoupling Membrane onto a solid wetroom floor, the 
cutting edge wetroom videos have been designed to aid 
the installation process onsite. 
The BBA approved Linear Screed Drain has a unique 
55mm waterless Lo-Seal Trap that has been developed 
for installation into shallow screed depths. Tilesure 
Waterproofing & Decoupling Membrane creates a 
secure waterproof barrier that is guaranteed to remain 
waterproof for the life of the wetroom tiles.  
www.ccl-wetrooms.co.uk

One of Flamco’s established products is receiving 
accolades from installers up and down the country. The 
Flexconsole Plus contains a mounting bracket for an 
expansion vessel, a Flexvent auto air vent, a Prescor 
pressure relief valve and a pressure gauge.
Installer Glen Wakeling from HeatSpec, a Leicester 
based installation company, has recently used the 
Flexconsole Plus in an impressive heating system 
installation in a refurbishment project in the heart 

of Leicestershire: 
“For me it’s a no 
brainer and one of 
the best bits of kit 
I’ve come across. 
Clearly it makes 
installation easier 
and quicker when 
you can combine an 
expansion vessel, a 
PRV and a pressure 
gauge in one hit.” 
www.flamco.co.uk

FLExCONSOLE PLUS GETS ACCOLADES

CCL WETROOMS LAUNCH NEW 
WETROOM INSTALLATION VIDEOS
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Ancon is leading the way in developing solutions to meet the 
Government’s tough new fire safety requirements for buildings, 
with the launch of an upgraded range of non-combustible insulated 
balcony connectors. The development follows news that the existing 
18 metres height limit for combustible materials in high rise multi-
occupancy buildings is to be further reduced to 11 metres, extending 
the scope of the regulations to buildings over 4-storeys and 
affecting the vast majority of new flats, hospitals, residential care 
premises and student accommodation. 

This has again increased the focus on fire safety with contractors 
and developers looking to future-proof their buildings. Ancon’s 
insulated balcony connectors have been re-engineered and now 
feature non-combustible mineral wool insulation and improved fire-
rated thermal pads to maintain their impressive thermal insulation 
properties and provide the required A1/A2 reaction to fire rating. 

As well as complying with the combustibility requirements in the 
current Building (Amendment) Regulations 2018 for wall components 
in high-rise residential buildings over 18 metres in height, the Ancon 
connectors provide contractors with a fire-safe solution for all multi-
occupancy buildings, regardless of  height. Connectors are available 
in a range of types. For further information or advice contact Ancon’s 
Technical Team on 01142755224 or email concrete@ancon.co.uk

ANCON OFFERING ENHANCED NON-COMBUSTIBLE 
BALCONY CONNECTOR RANGE

Making it easy for architects to update their 
knowledge whilst working from home, leading 
moveable wall specialist, Style, has made its 
RIBA approved CPD seminars available as a 
highly accessible webinar.

To book a place on a webinar, please contact 
your nearest regional Style office and for more 
information please visit the CPD information 
page on Style’s web site. Hugely popular with 
architects for many years, Style offers two RIBA 

CPDs on the subjects of ‘Multi-functional space’ 
and ‘Fully automatic vertically rising acoustic 
partition systems’. 

In producing the CPD content, Style’s team has 
drawn from its extensive expertise and product 
knowledge with the webinar covering key topics 
such as design, structure, acoustic performance, 
finishes, health & safety and maintenance.
 
As ten times winner of the prestigious FIS 
Contractors Gold and Silver awards, and IMS 
accredited to a UKAS standard for ISO 9001:2008 
Quality Management Systems, ISO 14001:2004 
Environmental Management System and BS 
OHSAS 18001:2007 Occupational Health & 
Safety Management System, Style commands an 
enviable reputation in the moveable walls sector. 

The CPD seminars cater for a broad range 
of sectors, including corporate, education, 
hospitality, religion and health. For more 
information, please contact your nearest regional 
Style office.  www.style-partitions.co.uk

STYLE’S RIBA APPROVED CPDS NOW 
AVAILABLE AS WEBINAR

DURAVIT OFFER NEW RIBA APPROVED CPD:
MATERIAL INNOVATION IN BATHROOM DESIGN

Duravit are delighted to introduce their brand new RIBA approved 
CPD: Material Innovation in Bathroom Design. “We are totally 
committed to sharing Duravit’s knowledge from the both the design 
and innovation stand point. Our second CPD aims to help meet 
that requirement as will additional CPD’s which will be rolled out 
during 2020. 
Located in the heart of London’s architecture and design 
district, Duravit’s Showroom is ideally placed to host your CDP.  
Alternatively we can visit architectural and design practices to 
present the information in the privacy of your own offices,” says 
Martin Carroll, MD Duravit UK. For more information please visit 
www.ribacpd.
com and 
look under 
the Design, 
Construction 
and Technology 
section. 
Bookings can 
be made by 
contacting 
London@
uk.duravit.com

ARMSTRONG CEILING SOLUTIONS 
LAUNCHES NEW WEBSITE

Armstrong Ceiling Solutions has relaunched its 
website to better reflect its leading range of 
mineral fibre ceiling and suspension systems. 
The site's intuitive design makes finding 
inspiration, specification and installation 
resources faster and easier than ever before, 
and for those who like to browse on the go, it 
seamlessly adapts to mobile phones and tablets 
while maintaining a user-friendly experience.

The new website advises specifiers and 
installers on ceiling solutions that transform 
interiors by highlighting what's new with the 

company in terms of products, professional 
development and services such as Armstrong's 
newly-simplified ceiling recycling programme 
which continues to help contractors, and the 
environment, by diverting old tiles from landfill. 
With clear precision, users are guided through 
Armstrong's market-leading portfolio of mineral 
ceiling tiles, floating ceilings and suspension 
systems.  

The new website also makes it super-easy for 
users to order samples, contact a technical 
expert and stay up to date with developments 
by subscribing to a newsletter or opening a ‘My 
Armstrong' account.  
www.armstrongceilingsolutions.co.uk

NEW FIRE RESISTANT VAPOUR CONTROL LAYER
The A. Proctor Group has launched a new innovative high-
performance fire-resistant vapour control layer, which is air and 
vapour tight, thus improving the energy efficiency and reducing 
the risk of condensation within residential and commercial 

buildings. Procheck 
A2 is designed to 
protect the building 
fabric from the 
potential risks 
of condensation, 
whilst providing 
the added benefit 
of serving as an 
effective airtight 
barrier.  The unique 
design consists of 
laminated glass 

fibre and foil protected by a clear lacquer. It is this clear surface, 
which provides Procheck A2 with the added benefit of a low 
emissivity surface, which when used with a service cavity, can 
enhance the overall performance of the building fabric, as well 
as ensuring a high fire protection performance, with an A2-sl,d0 
fire classification.  
www.proctorgroup.com
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Unidrain Brings Nordic 
Minimalism To 100 
Bathrooms In The Nobis 
Hotel Copenhagen

Bathrooms in 80 of the 100 Nobis Hotels feature 
Unidrain’s customised solution linear drains. At the 
architect’s request, Unidrain created and supplied 
designer drains for the shower cubicles in the 
entire hotel. The drains for 80 bathrooms 
were fitted with Unidrain’s linear drains 
each with the customised solution 
option. Here the classic steel Unidrain 
grating has been replaced with exactly 
the same marble as the rest of the 
bathroom, making the drain almost 
invisible to the eye. 

Bespoke Solutions - At the Nobis Hotel, 
Unidrain worked in conjunction with their 
architectural advisor Dennis Bagge, to ensure that 
the clients every detail was met. For example, twenty 
of the bathrooms in the hotel are particularly large 
and needed extra-long drains. This  required a single 
drain to cover an expanse of more than two metres. 

Unidrain were able to create bespoke extra-long 
drains made to the client’s specific dimensions. 
These tailor-made solutions add the finishing touch 
and help to create the coveted wellness experience 
wanted in a bathroom today. This room has evolved 
more than any other in the home, from an outdoor 
WC, it transferred inside, initially as an enlarged 
broom cupboard. Now it is no longer a room we have 
for practical reasons, but a space we want to spend 
time in to pamper and relax - be it in a home or a 
hotel. www.unidrain.com 

For travellers, hotels are a practical necessity combined 
with professional service; however, the best hotels cover 
all the practical requirements with efficiency and elegance 
and add personal touches and definitive style. Nowhere 
is this more apparent than in a hotel bathroom and 
the secret to this modern day luxury is in the choice of 
materials, tailor-made solutions and design ethos.  

The recently refurbished Nobis Hotel in central 
Copenhagen is a perfect example with one hundred 
hotel rooms, all offering enviable and totally luxurious 
bathrooms.

Scandinavian Elegance - With such a project ,attention 
to detail is imperative. Each of the bathrooms within 
the hotel has been created with Scandinavian elegance 
as this chic minimalist design ethic helps to create an 
environment where there is a space to pamper oneself 
and relax whilst exuding a sense of wellbeing,

Custom Tile Solutions - One of the main characteristics of 
each of the 100 bathrooms is a large bathtub surrounded 
by marble tiles. A large single mirror is positioned above 
the dark framed washing area and wash basin reflecting 
light back into the room. 

The shower cubicle maintains the minimalist feeling, as it 
is enclosed by a sleek sheet of glass. The water falls from 
the oversized shower head bouncing on the tiles beneath, 
before disappearing into the bespoke single drain.  
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Sustainability And 
Sound Design at The 
Chamberlain Hotel
When interior design company Sibley Grove was appointed 
to re-design the public areas at The Chamberlain Hotel 
near Tower Hill in London, sustainability was paramount. 
The company ethos states that design should be a vehicle 
for positive change – both environmentally and socially. 
Consequently, to help achieve this, Troldtekt’s wood wool 
panels make an important contribution to the overall design 
of the luxurious interpretation of an industrial basement 
bar.

As part of the concept, the interior has been stripped 
back to create height and volume, revealing structural 
columns and ductwork within. In addition, the façade has 
been adapted so that natural light can flood in and reveal 
the inner working of the space. By its very nature, this 
created a lot of hard surfaces, so Troldtekt’s acoustic wood 
wool panels were specified to help combat the problems 
generated by noise and reverberated sounds. 

The designers were keen to specify as many sustainable 
and Cradle-to-Cradle certified materials as possible such 
as wall and floor tiles, timber, carpets and Troldtekt’s 
wood wool ceilings (certified to Silver Level). By specifying 
these products, the environmental impact is minimal and 
also that, if and when the time comes for a change, the 
materials can be reused, re-appropriated. recycled or 
upcycled.  www.troldtekt.co.uk
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Emily has grown up surrounded 
by lighting. Her late father ran 
a successful British lighting 
manufacturing business and 
her husband has his own 
commercial lighting company. 
However, lighting wasn’t initially 
her first career choice; Emily 
worked with her father in her 
school holidays and it was then 
that she discovered her love for 
lighting. With over 20 years in 
the industry her knowledge of 
lumens, watts, light levels and 
the effect and impact they can 
make is extensive. 

During her time working with 
her father, Emily learned about 
the necessary business elements and other manufacturing 
methods that unknowingly equipped her to start her own 
business years later. Emily has harnessed traditional glass 
blowing and metal spinning techniques but brings with 
it a contemporary styling that suits present day interiors. 
By specialising in high quality, customisable, British made 
lighting and offering exceptional customer service Glow 
Lighting has gone from strength to strength. The entire 
collection is designed by Emily, and her grasp of colour 
and design enables her to bring out the intrinsic beauty 
of the materials, which are brought to life in 13 shades of 
exceptional quality glass.

This unique lighting can be hung in singles or clusters; 
customers can add a wall light, match them with a table 
lamp or introduce a mixture of shapes and colours allowing 
them to reflect their own interior style. Making all the 
lights by hand for each customer means that every element 
is fully customisable, offering a choice in size and colour 
of glass, metal finish and cable length and colour, which 
makes it truly individual.

Glow Lighting - Adding 
Creative Twist To 
Traditional Techniques 
And Designs

In 2015 Emily Butterill established Glow Lighting. Her ethos is to design 
and manufacture traditional lighting with a contemporary twist. 
Each of the lights produced by Glow is customisable and can be tailored to 
a client’s individual needs.

So much so that if a different colour is required to 
bring an interior palette together, the team at Glow 
Lighting can RAL colour match using special glass 
paint. 

The same Yorkshire metal spinners that make the 
majority of Glow’s ceiling roses hand spin a range of 
metal pendant lights, with finishes including copper, 
aluminium, nickel and burnt steel; this is oiled and 
then burnt to produce a stunning iridescent finish. 
These lights offer a sleek or industrial alternative to a 
glass or fabric shade and are unique to Glow Lighting. 
www.glowlighting.co.uk
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Lighter shades create extremely inviting bathrooms. “Off White” has 
become increasingly more popular as shade within the bathroom – a 
mixture of white and gentle beige – creates a modern, urban feel. 
Duravit uses shades of white within its new Duravit Viu/XViu and Happy 
D.2 Plus bathroom ranges. 

This subtle, understated look creates scope for individual design and 
creative options. The muted white is also found in the new version 
of the Happy D. design classic; Happy D.2 Plus features new Nordic 
White Satin Matt furniture finish creating an expressive combination of 
options in monochrome, harmonious tone-in-tone or contrasting. The 
new Viu ceramics series and the XViu bathroom furniture range from 
sieger design point to the future of designer bathrooms. 

The post-industrial elegance of the furniture appears to emerge from 
the softer, organic forms of washbasin and bath. This combination 
of light and dark styling can be created through the selection of 
appropriate colours such as the contrast of Black Matt profiles with 
light shades, while champagne-coloured profiles paired with white 
furniture surfaces give the bathroom a more gentle air.  
www.duravit.co.uk

Soft Colours - Big Impact: 
Nuances Of White Make Their 
Mark In The Bathroom
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Recently opened, the lavishly 
decorated Ivy Asia is a concept 
restaurant and late-night bar set 
in the heart of London.  Offering 
flexible dining, Style installed a 
semi-automatic Dorma Hüppe Variflex 
moveable wall, allowing an exclusive 
room for up to 35 guests to be 
quickly created.  

With the Variflex system delivering 
38dB Rw acoustic integrity, the 
private guests can enjoy an intimate 
experience in the sectioned off 
room, while the rest of the bar and 
restaurant operates as normal. 

Style installed the panels with a 
simple priming sheet finish, allowing 
the restaurant to decorate the wall 
with their own flamboyantly Asian-
themed graphics, ensuring it blends 
seamlessly into the sumptuous 

interior décor.  When not required, 
the wall can be moved back to 
incorporate the space into the 
main restaurant.  Ivy Asia is part 
of the renowned Ivy Collection of 
restaurants and serves theatrical 
drinks and cocktails late into the 
night, alongside a delicious menu of 
tantalising, Asian-inspired dishes.  

With panoramic views of St Paul’s 
Cathedral, this vibrant and playful 
destination entertains, inspires and 
excites guests from the moment they 
step inside.  

The Ivy Asia team was keen to 
cater for private dining and events, 
and with this in mind, they asked 
partitioning experts Style, to create 
adaptable space that could be 
sectioned off for guest privacy. 
www.style-partitions.co.uk

Style Delivers Flexible Dining 
To New Ivy Asia
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DRU Fires 
is currently 
the only 
UK-based 
fireplace 
company 
to offer an 
accredited 
Continuous 
Professional 

Development (CPD) course for architects and specifiers. The 
seminar is normally held at architects’ premises throughout 
the UK. However, from April 2020 it will be available as an 
interactive online presentation, with a questionnaire at the 
end of the session for architects to complete before they 
receive their CPD certificates.

The course is described as 'A Journey through specifying 
fires’ and covers the design, specification and installation 
of gas fires, wood stoves and wood fire inserts. Most of 
the gas fires require no chimney, but are vented using a 
concentric flue, which draws air from outside the building 
for combustion and expels waste gases to the outside 
atmosphere.These balanced flue gas models are glass 
fronted with room-sealed combustion, giving them high 
energy efficiency ratings and A or higher energy labels.

Flexible design and installation - As well as having 
superior designs standards, the benefits of the fires for 
architects include considerable flexibility of design. This is 
because they are not restricted to standard chimney sizes. 

Instead, there is scope to specify extra wide or 
tall apertures, as well as 2 and 3 sided models, 
see-through tunnel fires and freestanding stoves. 
DRU fires feature the latest gas fire technology. 
This includes the exclusive DRU Eco Wave app 
for tablets and smartphones, enabling the 
user to set the flame picture, control the gas 
consumption and other functions.

In addition, architects can plan multiple gas fire 
installations in high rise apartments, hotels and other 
unusual locations using the exclusive DRU PowerVent® 
extended, fanned flue system. This has already been used 
in many prestigious residential developments, particularly 
in central London.

Open and closed combustion- For wood fires and stoves, 
the course deals with the differences between open and 
closed combustion systems, the advantages of appliances 
with external air connection and the benefits of using 
models that deliver clean burning and high energy 
efficiency. 

Finally, the course outlines the latest legislation governing 
gas fires and wood stoves, covering areas such as the 
European Ecodesign Directive and all other energy efficiency 
and emissions regulations. For more information, to book 
a seminar or to access the online course, visit ribacpd.com 
and follow the links to DRU Fires.

DRU Fires Announces New Online CPD Course 
For Architects And Specifiers
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An ambitious project to boost the creative 
industries sector in the north-east of 
England has used Crittall Innervision 
steel screens and doors as a key design 
element. 

A former Grade II listed post office in 
Hartlepool’s Whitby Street has been 
transformed to become The BIS, the town’s 
new hub for business start-ups offering 
a range of office and workshop spaces 
augmented by specialist support. 

The £4million project, backed by 
Hartlepool Borough Council and the Tees 
Valley Combined Authority, is viewed as the 
catalyst for an innovation and skills quarter 
in a Victorian conservation area close to 
the town centre.  Leeds-based architects 
Group Ginger have retained the existing 
post office building and augmented it 

with a modern two-storey extension. The 
two parts of the building are linked by a 
covered courtyard, described as a multi-
function open social space which is where 
Innervision steel screens and doors, based 
on Crittall’s Corporate W20 profiles, have 
been used.  

Acting as glass walls for individual 
workspaces, they also look out onto the 
social space to encourage collaborative 
partnership working and interaction 
between the new occupants of The BIS. 
www.crittall-windows.co.uk  

Crittall Screens At The Heart Of New 
Innovation Centre

A comprehensive project to refurbish an open plan, 
first floor kitchen and dining space within a luxury 
Victorian residential property in Notting Hill has utilised 
the Promat SYSTEMGLAS® Celare fire resistant glazing 
system to balance outstanding aesthetics with assured 
passive fire protection. 

An elegant floor-to-ceiling glazing element with a butt-
jointed corner, specified with a 30-minute (EI30) fire 
rating, was an integral part of the design in the 
renovation project, allowing for a high level of 

natural light to be introduced into a stairway and downstairs hallway via the kitchen. With its fire resistant 
PROMATECT® H framing set into the surrounding floor, walls and ceiling to give a frameless effect, 
SYSTEMGLAS® Celare enabled the architect to achieve the dual aesthetic and performance goals and 
deliver client peace of mind. I

deal for contemporary interiors where uncompromising fire safety is required, SYSTEMGLAS® Celare 
maximises the potential for natural light transmission. It is designed, manufactured, and processed 
by Promat UK at its ISO 9001 (2015) and ISO 14001 (2015) registered factories and installed only 
by Promat approved installers. This enables Promat UK to offer a certificate of compliance on 
completion to give architects and clients a 360 degree ‘wheel of assurance’ in respect of the fire 
performance, with complete supply chain traceability, should the worst happen. 

Ian Cowley, Regional Director (UK and Scandinavia) at Promat says: “This refurbishment project in 
Notting Hill is a fantastic development with a high-quality interior an open plan layout, due to a visionary 
approach by the architects and owner. We are delighted that SYSTEMGLAS® Celare has been selected, due 
to its ‘virtually frameless’ appearance that complements the modern luxurious interior along with maximum 
assurance of fire protection with the SYSTEMGLAS® 360° Wheel of Assurance.” 

Celare is one of four solutions available in the SYSTEMGLAS® range, with the other options being the steel framed 
Ferro, the timber framed Ligna and Advenerat, which also utilises PROMATECT® H to provide a paintable frame or one 
that can be over-clad. These systems provide dependable fire protection in all kinds of glazing applications from EI30 
to EI120. www.promat-glass.co.uk

Systemglas® Optimises 
Aesthetics, Daylight 
And Fire Safety In 
Exclusive Notting Hill 
Renovation
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Managing Director of 
the Automatic Door 
Suppliers Association 
(ADSA), Ken Price, 
looks back at his 
first year at the helm 
of the professional 
organisation. 

Every journey has its 
key milestones and I have just passed one! 
It’s been a full year since I took up my role 
as Managing Director of the Automatic Door 
Suppliers Association (ADSA) - an eventful and 
profoundly satisfying 12 months after 22 years 
working for the same company - in same 
sector, but very much focused on sales.

 As with any step change, this has allowed 
me to draw breath, take stock and see the 
bigger picture.  ADSA’s overarching aims are 
manifold: to provide a centre of excellence 
for standards, training and education and a 

voice for the industry by lobbying, providing 
technical support and delivering training 
and development to support growth and 
enhance quality. Our membership is robust 
and continuing to grow, with a wide span 
of companies from market leaders to sole 
traders, manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers, 
installers and service professionals.

This means that our ‘offer’ has to be truly 
representative of all and prompts us to see 
things from various perspectives, put on a 
different ‘pair of spectacles’ and examine all 
the angles to ensure that we meet the needs 
of all. 

When I took office, it gave me the opportunity 
to ‘health check’ our organisation, review its 
achievements, its priorities moving forward 
and evaluate sector requirements against a 
changing landscape – political, environmental, 
economical and cultural. 

ADSA has achieved a great deal since it was 
formed in 1985 and I found it really useful 
to start at the beginning: revisit its purpose, 
consider its relevance, whether we were doing 
what we set out to undertake 35 years ago and 
how we were delivering that. I think that it is fair 
to say that we have stayed true to most of our 
aims but as the old school reports would say, 
there were also opportunities to “do better”.

Our mission is first and foremost to be the 
leading voice for the automatic door industry. 
This means speaking on many different 
topics and at various levels: direct to you, at 
international standards meetings, in boardrooms 
and forums and within the classroom. I am lucky 
enough to have a great team around me who 
motivate, and sometimes challenge my views. 
This is healthy and welcome – the experience 
and knowledge of my colleagues and executive 
committee is extensive and covers a wide range 
of expertise.

Together, we have made significant progress in: 
• launching additional membership schemes 
• making improvements to our IT infrastructure 
• enhancing our website 
• producing CPD and apprenticeship materials 
• progressing the development of our diploma            
which will be launched very soon 
• extending CSCS secure card checking scheme

We have also seen considerable uptake of the 
ADSA Online Academy which was launched 
two years ago and now boasts more than 100 
courses including free and premium pay 
as you go content,  which has been 
accessed over 8,000 times. 

We have also launched our own 
newsletter, ‘Opening Doors’ 
and hosted a very successful 
annual meeting which allowed 
members to come together, 
share knowledge and provide 
valuable feedback which will 
help in shaping our organisation 
moving forward. 

It’s fair to say, that as an industry we have 
some interesting challenges ahead with many 
‘Brexit’ unknowns around which the economy, 
sector growth, and workforce viability will 
revolve. However, what is certain, is that as 
a sector, we are stronger together, our voice 
will be heard and you are invited to join the 
conversation. For more information on how you 
can benefit fropm ADSA membership visit:  
https://adsa.org.uk/membership/

Opening Doors
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As part of the conversion, Structura UK worked 
closely with main contractors Willmott Dixon on 
the complete building envelope from the entrances 
and glazing through to repairs, refinishing and 
creating a complete new glass top floor. This is the 
country’s oldest GRP building. In order to renew 
the classic GRP panels, Structura installed two 
spraying booths on site to remove the panels then 
sand, recoat, respray and replace. 

The ability to set up dynamic on-site spraying 
booths complete with extraction venting saved 
time and money as well as minimising the risk of 
transporting and damage to these aged panels. 
The glazing throughout the building was also 
replaced by Structura. Given the building’s listed 
status, this included sourcing bespoke gaskets 
from Germany which needed to match the original. 
The result is a stunning series of spaces which are 
visually connected but also allow for privacy. 

The clean sharp steel and concrete interior is 
complemented by the flowing panels on the 
exterior while the new roof top extension is set 
back from edge of the building to avoid being 
obtrusive. This is another example of how well 
Structura’s various divisions can collaborate 
to provide a one-stop-shop for the renewal of 
facades. 

The ability to design, fabricate and install 
replacement glazing, along with cladding 
refurbishment and refinishing, creates a seamless 
project management workflow and reduces costs 
and time spent on site. Importantly, it negates the 
need to use several different contractors with the 
associated problems that can entail.  
www.structura-uk.com

An Education In Multitasking 
And Innovation

The iconic 8,500 square metre former 
Herman Miller factory on the banks 
of the Kennet and Avon Canal in Bath 
has been transformed into a new 
School of Art and Design for Bath 
Spa University with the help of some 
innovative thinking by Structura UK.

Originally designed by Sir Nicholas 
Grimshaw in 1976 and Grade II listed 
in 2013, the architects returned 40 
years later to convert the factory 
into a modern, bright, functional and 
flexible space. 
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TORMAx ACCESS SOLUTION FOR 
STUDENT ACCOMMODATION

Globe Works is a brand new, student accommodation development in 
the centre of Birmingham.  Offering stylish living facilities for up to 520 
residents, the building is extremely busy 24/7.  Delivering fast and efficient 
access for all students, TORMAX was contracted, by DW Hicks Building Co. 
Ltd, to install their contemporary 4-wing automatic revolving door to the 
main entrance, with an automatic swing door to one side.
 
Both doors are powered by in-house designed, TORMAX operators, 
combining unparalleled reliability with simple day-to-day programming, 
allowing practical adjustment of operating speed and hold open/closing 
times to precisely match pedestrian footfall. L&UK Property Group developed 
this modern student residence in response to increasing demand for quality 
accommodation.  All rooms come fully furnished and students can enjoy the 
vibrant common room with games area and large TV for movie nights, as 
well as a gym and of course, super-fast Wifi.

The scheme is managed by Nido Student, who offer award-winning student 
accommodation across the UK.  Contributing to sustainability targets, both 
doors can be operated in low-energy mode.  The revolving door, powered by 
the high torque TORMAX 5251 door drive, can be activated by either starting 
rotation only when slight pressure is applied to a door-leaf or rotating as 
soon as door sensors are triggered. The swing door, driven by the technologically advanced TORMAX 1201 
operator, can either be used in full-power application, in power-assisted manual door opening mode or 
even low-energy mode without safety features.  www.tormax.co.uk

The availability of artificial light over the last two 
centuries and the restructuring of our working 
day means we are fast becoming the “Indoor 
Generation”, a generation of people whose 
experience of daylight and fresh air during the 
week can often be restricted to the morning 
commute to work or school, a quick lunch break or 
a stop at the supermarket on the way home.
The influence that architecture has on our lives 
cannot be understated, and the need to create 
healthier, brighter indoor spaces with greater access 
to daylight and to the outdoors is a pressing one. 
Velux's guide to incorporating daylight into building 
design covers:

•The emergence of the indoor generation and our   
daylighting needs
•The impact of daylight design in commercial 
buildings
•Daylighting in buildings and the importance of EN 
17037
•Designing for daylight in offices, hotels and 
conference centres, public concourses, industrial, 
warehousing and multi-use commercial spaces

Download your free VELUX Commercial whitepaper: 
Designing Daylight Solutions for Commercial 
Buildings at
www.commercial.velux.co.uk/daylight-for-commercial

Designing Daylight 
Solutions for 
Commercial 
Buildings
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CONTEMPORARY ELEGANCE AND CONSISTENCY 
FOR AWARD-WINNING TRäGERHAUS
Imaginative architecture that creates era-defining buildings 
takes into account every aspect of an external envelope’s 
design to ensure consistency of form, quality and optimum 
aesthetic appeal. The award-winning exclusive new home by 
HAUS Collective, TrägerHAUS, located to the south west of 
Glasgow, is a perfect example of this approach. 

Named as one of the top 100 houses in Scotland since 2000 by 
the Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland, TrägerHAUS is 
an extensive private dwelling house that delivers an ambitious 
contemporary residence extending to approximately 3,750 
square feet. It's built on the periphery of the Upper Whitecraigs 
Conservation Area on a plot that slopes down from a main 
thoroughfare. Whilst the scale and main volume of TrägerHAUS 
may not be apparent at street level, this does not detract 
from the visual appeal of the property as a result of careful 
consideration of the materials for the home’s outward-looking 
elevation and main entrance. 

Key to this was the decision to utilise an elegant side sliding 
sectional garage door by leading bespoke garage door 
manufacturer Rundum Meir. The door’s manufacture in Siberian 
Larch ensures consistency with property’s other timber cladding 
elements which perfectly complement the Caithness stone 
masonry. Fully automated for ease of opening and closing, 
the garage door operates with the smoothness and reliability 
that reflects the level of quality which runs through the whole 
building.  www.rundumgaragedoors.co.uk
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Two prestigious refurbishment contracts in Manchester illustrate the 
appeal of Crittall Steel windows across different sectors. Appleby Lodge 
is a residential estate and the Redfern Building an office block in a 
sought-after city centre location currently undergoing redevelopment. 
Both date from the 1930s and both are Grade II listed. 

The Appleby Lodge estate 
featured Crittall steel windows 
when built between 1936 and 
1939 and these have been 
replicated in the refurbishment 
by the installation of 
Homelight Plus, the archetypal 
Crittall window design. The 
replacement windows offer 
new frame sightlines that 
replicate the original single metal frame windows. 

Meanwhile, the Redfern Building dates from 1936 when it was built for the Co-
operative Wholesale Society. Contractor Russells has upgraded the 60,000 sq ft, 
six-storey, brick-clad building. Crittall W20 windows were specified to replace the 
original steel fenestration, the new windows boasting frames even more slender 
than what had been installed originally, thereby allowing more daylight to enter.  
www.crittall-windows.co.uk
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We’re setting 
the bar higher

For more information visit:  
www.adsa.org.uk/membership or tel: 01827 216136

For the past 35 years we’ve helped 
improve the quality of safety and 
installation standards for powered 
pedestrian doors.

As a leading voice for our industry, we 

work with the BSI and CEN and provide 

opportunities for members to influence  

future standards.

Be part of the conversation as a  
member of ADSA.

#bepartoftheconversation

The Comet Hotel is located in Hertfordshire at the 
junction of the Barnet by-pass with St Albans Road close 
to the Selectaglaze office and factory. Formerly known 
as the Ramada Hatfield, the Comet’s multimillion pound 
refurbishment which began in 2017 is now complete.  A new 
three storey extension block, annexed to the rear of the hotel 
has added a further 52 rooms which reflects and enhances 
the silhouette of the heritage building.

The hotel has also opened its own independent restaurant, 
‘Element Bar & Kitchen’.  A replica of the Comet Racer, 
mounted on a 20ft high pylon stands tall outside the hotel.  
The hotel had retained the building’s original Crittall sash 
windows but this did not provide the required level of noise insulation to a number of the guestrooms, restaurant and 
function spaces. To remedy this, Selectaglaze installed 104 secondary glazed units. The secondary windows were made 
bespoke to ensure the best fit and included four different systems, specific to the project’s needs. 

All units were finished in white to match with the original external windows. Hotel refurbishments are often fast track 
projects requiring close cooperation between client, contractor and specialists. Selectaglaze has wide experience of 
working in buildings up to Grade I Listed and offers a technical advisory service and specification advice to ensure 
correct interface with other trades. Established in 1966, Royal Warrant Holder Selectaglaze is the leading specialist in the 
design, manufacture and installation of secondary glazing.   www.selectaglaze.co.uk

SECONDARY GLAzING ENRICHES 
ART DECO REVIVAL OF HATFIELD’S 
MOST ICONIC BUILDING

CRITTALL JOBS SHOWCASE MANCHESTER’S 1930’S HERITAGE

Comar profiles have thicker walls providing extra strength and durability for the 
British market, ensuring that Comar performs. Comar ECO LT sightlines have 
been minimised whilst not sacrificing product performance. Large sizes come as 
standard from the same range of profiles.  With low U-values, energy ratings of 
A++ and Document Q compliance with Secured by Design status this is a feature 
rich system which guarantees a quality installation. 

BS6375 Weather performance is unquestioned with the high ratings. Comar ECO 
LT is a lightweight version of the ECO range, but the aluminium profiles wall 
thickness has not been sacrificed, ensuring guaranteed long-term performance. 
Due to Comar’s robust British design the size and weight limitations surpass the 
competition on a size by size basis. 

5P.I ECO LT - Aluminium Window System - Comar 5P.i ECO LT Aluminium 
Casement Window System has both internally and externally glazed options. With 
the resurgence of slim aluminium high security externally beaded with sloped 
beads minimises the sight lines and maximises daylight. The square chamfered 
profiles are a distinctive feature of this system, keeping the square look of a truly 
aluminium solution. 

7P.i ECO LT - Aluminium Door System - Comar 7P.i ECO LT Aluminium Door 
System has both inward and outward opening options in single or double door 
combinations. There are two thresholds available high weather performance and 
low-rise for seamless balcony terrace integration. It delivers superior thermal 
performance with an aesthetic edge. Comar 7P.i ECO LT has been tested to BS 
6375 which ensures the door performs well against the rigours of the British 
weather, and security concerns are alleviated with the Comar 7P.i ECO LT door 
exceeding the requirements of PAS 24:2016.   www.comar-alu.co.uk

COMAR LAUNCH THE ECO LT WINDOW & DOOR SYSTEMS
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL  ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL

An individually designed and highly energy efficient 
private house in South Wales, is making extensive use of 
the technologies available within the range of South-
West based OMNIE: including two types of underfloor 
heating system, employed to maximise the efficiency and 
comfort delivered by one of the manufacturer’s ground 
source heat pumps. 

The five-bedroom home near Yerberston, Pembrokshire, 
has been built targeting very low running costs and 
minimising environmental impact. In addition to 
excellent insulation standards from the mainly traditional 
construction, one of OMNIE’s SWCV 122 H1 ground 
source heat pumps was chosen to supply both ample 
domestic hot water for the multiple bathrooms and space 
heating throughout. 

Using a flow temperature of just 400 C, the heat delivery 
is via OMNIE’s TorFloor UFH system across the ground 
floor rooms, while the LowBoard 15 alternative was 
preferred upstairs for the master and other bedrooms. 
Ideal for retrofit where head height may be restricted, 
as well as new build projects, LowBoard comes in 15mm 
and 22mm thicknesses, the underfloor heating panels 
being floated or mechanically fixed over a flat timber or 
solid sub-floor. www.omnie.co.uk

OMNIE UNDERFLOOR AND GROUND SOURCE 
PACKAGE WARMS STYLISH WELSH PROPERTY

Stelrad now offers a new variation of its very popular 
Planar radiator - called Heavy Duty Planar. The product 
has been designed for heavy duty commercial applications 
such as industrial buildings, hospitals and the like where 
rooms and corridors are used by trolleys, wheelchairs or 
other small vehicles so a more robust heating product is 
required to withstand potential higher impact situations.

Stelrad’s standard Planar design radiator has rapidly 
become a favourite within the commercial market and 
with the nursing and care home sector and schools 
and colleges around the country. The new heavy duty 
version offers the same slim, flat fronted good looks 
and exceptional performance as the standard Planar that 
has in particular been a big hit with new build housing 
developers. 

This heavy duty Planar is supplied with a one section, 
2mm thick integrated steel fascia, with side panels and 
top grille, designed to survive in a busy commercial area. 
www.stelrad.com

LG has developed a high quality, air to water heat 
pump range over many years under its Therma 
V branding. Thousands of these units have been 
installed up and down the country. The latest 
introduction to its popular range, operating on 
the low GWP R32 refrigerant available in 5kW 
to 16kW 1Ø and 12kW to 16kW 3Ø, in a wide 

operating range of between 10-135Hz and water 
temperatures up to 65°C without an electric 
backup heater, is the LG Therma V R32 Monobloc 
range. The new version of the Therma V Monobloc 
contains a plate heat exchanger, expansion tank 
and a high efficiency water pump. 

The new units have a higher capacity due to the 
choice of refrigerant. The latest units have a 5 
to 6dB lower sound power level than previous 
models and incorporate a number of additional 
new features. The unit has excellent performance 
at low ambient temperatures – 100% at -7°C.

LG units offer quicker response times for the 
provision of heating and cooling, by sensing 
not only the temperature but also pressure – a 
pressure control sensor provides a faster and 
more accurate response, reducing the time delay 
for implementing heating or cooling commands 
significantly. 

The addition of pressure control enables the 
Therma V R32 Monobloc to take less time to reach 
the desired temperatures, with up to 30% quicker 
response in cooling and 44% quicker response in 
heating, with a high level of accuracy and stability 
built in. Visit www.partner.lge.com/uk

HEAVY DUTY PLANAR RADIATOR INTRODUCED 
FOR COMMERCIAL PROJECTS

LG OFFERS MONOBLOC 
THERMA V AWHPESi is typical of the major heating control 

manufacturers in that it offers a range of 
programmers from a simple 1 Channel version 
to a 3 channel Multi-Purpose Programmer which 
enables the installer to comply with Part L of 
the Building Regulations by providing separate 
timed heating control for living and sleeping 
zones in a home, whilst also providing timed 
control of hot water. However, the ESi range 
all offer 24 Hour 
/ 5/2 day and 7 
day programming 
options for each 
channel.

Unless you have 
a smart system 
which allows you to 
control individual 
radiators in your 
home, there's 
usually only one 
room thermostat per 
heating system. It 
controls the temperature of the whole house 
based on the temperature of the room it's in. 
ESi again follows the major manufacturers in 
having provides a range of programmable room 
thermostats – both hard wired and wireless 
models. A room thermostat is best located in 
the living room or the warmest room in the 
house.

A programmable room thermostat lets the 
homeowner choose what times they want 
the heating to be on and what temperature 
it should reach while it's on. ESi’s ESRTP4 
model provides true 7 day, 5/2 day or 24-hour 
programming options, with up to six time and 
temperature events being available each day. 
Because these are also available in wireless 
versions, they can be installed anywhere in the 
home. The ESRTP4 provides genuine saving, as 
these models have Delayed Start and Optimum 
Start / Stop.

But for people who prefer a control dial to push 
button controls to control changes to heat in a 
room – and there are still a lot that do - the ESi 
Electronic Room Thermostats offer the simple 
answer they are looking for. Available with or 
without an LCD display, the homeowner simply 
has to turn the dial to the desired temperature. 
www.esicontrols.co.uk

ESI CONTROLS YOUR HEATING....
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The congregation of Salem Baptist Church 
in Barry, in the Vale of Glamorgan, can look 
forward to physical as well as spiritual 
comfort during services next winter, thanks 
to a comprehensive upgrade of the building’s 
heating provision, with a full underfloor 
heating system from Circoflo having been 
chosen to deliver efficient background 
warmth. 
The work has been carried out by Cardiff 
Plumbing & Heating (South Wales). A key 
early decision was to conceal the substantial 
slope in the floor, which ran from the main 
entrance towards the pulpit, by fitting timber 
floor joists creating a 400 mm deep void which was filled with insulation. 
The CircoBoard panels were fitted flush on the angle brackets supplied between the joists, although they can also be 
installed on battens, if preferred, before installation of the final finished floor. CircoBoard is one of six floor construction 
options available from CircofloPro. 
Their unique two, three or four port ‘universally versatile’ minifolds, which can be installed in a huge variety of ways 
with the standard fittings supplied, and the 12mm pipe supplied in lengths of 50, 70 or 90 metres for the ultimate 
in efficiency and convenience while minimising wastage. CircofloPro also provide the wiring centre, mixing units and 
programmable room thermostats for setting temperatures over a 7-day period.  www.circoflopro.co.uk 

SOUTH WALES CHURCH WARMS TO 
CIRCOBOARD PERFORMANCE

A Georgian property near one of the South-West’s most popular tourist 
destinations has been converted to create two luxurious Airbnb lets, 
thanks in part to the specification of an insulated underfloor heating 
system from the OMNIE range, which has helped deliver sufficient 
output to combat the heat loss through an exterior envelope which, due 
to its Grade 1 listing status, had to remain uninsulated, allowing the 
fabric to ‘breathe'.  

The small scale but complex redevelopment was carried out by Sohrab 
Rustomjee, the principal of Bath-based SR Architects, who not only 
designed, but project managed the work, subcontracting various trade 
packages and drawing on his past experience of complex residential 
refurbishments.  The property itself is located in the heart of the historic 
city of Bath. 

FoilBoard Floating forms part of OMNIE’s UltraLow concept, offering 
low build height for both retrofit and new-build applications.  The 
1200 x 600mm panels are available in thicknesses from 18 up to 
75mm, with their integral XPS insulation layer providing solid support 
to floor finishes while the aluminium heat diffuser ensures excellent 
transmission of warmth.  

The client’s heating installer Dale Freeman of Beefree Construction Ltd., 
installed both the 25mm and 50mm thick versions of FoilBoard Floating 
over the existing and reinstated substrates to address level changes: 
connecting the pipe runs back to the individual high efficiency gas 
boilers via six port Precision-Flo manifolds. www.omnie.co.uk 

FOILBOARD FLOATING HELPS COUNTER HEAT LOSS 
IN GRADE 1 LISTED CONVERSION

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL  ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL

PAC, a market-leading supplier of innovative access 
control solutions, has announced the comprehensive 
redesign of its portfolio in order to meet the rigorous 
demands of today’s residential, educational and 
commercial environments. This pioneering access 
control system streamlines PAC’s offering with 
products that combine the benefits of state-of-the-art 
hardware and software – delivering unrivalled levels 
of security, sustainability and ease of use. 

Key components of the new PAC portfolio are the 
PAC 512DC networkable access controllers, which 
replace the highly successful PAC 500 range. Future 
proof and certified to the latest industry standards, 
PAC 512 comprises two variants – the 512DC 
analogue and 512DCi digital access controllers.

Scalable from 1-2000 doors these controllers are able 
to support up to 75,000 unique identification devices 
via Access Central – PAC’s enhanced management 
software.  They feature two inputs and two outputs, 
as well as providing functionality including local anti-
passback, event to action, mustering, lift call and 
alarm point control. 

By removing the need for ancillary equipment 
PAC 512 offers a cost competitive solution that is 
easy to configure, install, maintain and use. PAC is 
committed to developing products that enable end 
users to enhance their own sustainability based 
agendas and this is clearly demonstrated by its 

new PS50 Energy Efficient Power Supply. With 80 
per cent efficiency at most loads, it uses far less 
power than PAC’s previously available power supply 
unit, at the same price point. The PS50 Energy 
Efficient Power Supply’s credentials have also been 
externally verified via certification to California 
Energy Commission (CEC) Level 6. This means that 
the highly energy efficiency facilitates operational 
savings. PAC’s Access Central management software 
replaces the company’s SecureNet solution. It can be 
adapted to suit every access control installation. 

Backwards compatible with SecureNet and available 
via digital download in SE and professional licence 
editions. The SE licence level delivers a level of 
functionality unrivalled in the market for a free 
distribution. Access Central can be easily configured 
to operate on a standalone PC or across a corporate 
network. It displays detailed, real time events 
information including alarms as they occur across a 
facility, while also providing ease of management of 
any installed 512DC and 512DCi devices. 

Other features include Active Directory integration, 
which vastly reduces set-up and in-life management 
of keyholders when connected to an Active Directory 
feed. The PAC portfolio will be supported by a 
customer training programme, a dedicated customer 
services and technical support facility, as well as 
a new five-year warranty for all hardware. https://
pacgdx.com/products/pac-access-control

PAC Launches Complete New Access Control Portfolio
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Window, door and curtain walls are currently exempt from the ban on combustible materials used above 
18m England.  This includes the glass and aluminium frames for the glazing.  Together with this, all backing 
rods, sealants and membranes used in the fixing of these windows and doors are all exempt.  However, 
and there is always a ‘but’, any opaque spandrel panels used within the glazing are not exempt, as well as 
other cladding items such as cills and column casings. Anodised aluminium will carry an A1 rating as it is 
‘non-combustible’, powder coated aluminium can carry an A2-s1,d0 as required in the legislation as long as 
the powders have been fire tested and the thickness of the powder coating controlled. To further complicate 
matters, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland currently have slightly different recommendations:

Scotland over 11m: A1 or A2 - latest update 2019
Wales over 18m: B-s3, d2 - latest update 2016
Nothern Ireland over 18m: B-s3, d2 - latest update 2012
 
As a specifier independently specifying powder coat, you should ask the powder coater to provide 
certification that the powder they use is tested for both fire resistance and the maximum thickness that their 
powder must be applied onto the aluminium to achieve the rating. “So are all your current specifications 
for powder coated products that fall within this legislation, used over the maximum height in apartments and 
dwellings, meeting the minimum standard of a fire rating of A1 or A2-s1,d0?”

As the legislation continues to be in a state of change, if specifying fenestration and cladding products for 
apartments or dwellings over 18m from GFL, then speak to your aluminium systems company who should 
offer clear guidance on the subject.  Here at Aluprof we specialise in fire rated screens and facades and are 
well placed to offer architects and specifiers clear and current advice. Since setting up the Aluprof Project 
Office at the Business Design Centre in London the systems company has rapidly grown their specification 
influence in the UK with their high performance architectural aluminium systems.  Further expansion of 
the companies headquarters in Altrincham now provides specifiers with meeting facilities and an extensive 
showroom of commercial systems to view.  www.aluprof.co.uk 

’Finishes and 
Fire Resistance’

Following the Dame Judith Hackett report on 
Grenfell Tower, there has been a great deal 
of development regarding the specification of 
finishes and materials for use in dwellings over 
18m in height in England.  The recent spate 
of balcony fires have also questioned the use 
of combustible materials in these areas.  It’s 
safe to say that the industry is quite confused 
and in some areas trying to gain clarification 
of what falls into legislation.  So where do we 
currently stand and what should we be specifying 
for windows, doors and curtain walls to be 
compliant with current legislation?

The government has just released its feedback 
on its recent consultation ‘Review of the ban on 
the use of combustible materials in and on the 
external walls of buildings including attachments’.  
Whilst not a definitive document, it does 
demonstrate the way the wider construction 
industry is moving, it highlights areas where 
further clarity is required and I would encourage 
anyone involved in the external envelope to offer 
feedback on the consultation document which 
closed on 13th April 2020 at 23:45.

Currently the legislation is only applicable to 
apartments or dwellings over 18m in height, 
all other buildings are currently exempt. Whilst 
most window materials used at this height are 
supplied in aluminium, there are quite a number 
of existing buildings in other materials such as 
PVC.  Although anodised aluminium is completely 
fire resistant, coatings, such as powder coat can 
have a ‘limited combustibility’.

In the external envelope we are talking about fire 
resistance and the possibility of surface spread of 
flame.  This will mean that specified products will 
need to be non-combustible and gain a Euroclass 
A1 rating under BS EN 13501-1 or a Euroclass A2-
s1,d0 rating of ‘limited combustibility’, but what 
are these classes and what do they mean?

The BS EN 13501-1 classification comprises three ratings. The first is the main Euroclass rating, will be the 
reference A1, A2, B, C, D, E or F, with A1 having the highest resistance class, as shown in the simplified tables 
below.

DescriptionClassification Definition

A1

A2

B

C

D

F

E

Non-combustible

Limited Combustibility

Combustible

No contribution to fire

Very limited contribution to fire

Limited contribution to fire

Minor contribution to fire

Medium contribution to fire

High contribution to fire

Easily flammable

The second classification relates to smoke emission when subject to fire. This is given by a rating of s1, s2 
or s3, with smoke emission classifications not being provided for ratings of E to F. The third classification 
relates to the level of production of flaming droplets or particles when subject to fire. This is given by a 
rating of d0, d1 or d2, from highest to lowest performance.

DescriptionClassification Level

s1

s2

d1

Quantity/speed of emission absent or weak

s3

d0

d2

Quantity/speed of emission of average intensity

High dripping

No dripping

Low dripping

Quantity/speed of emission of high intensity

Smoke emission
during combustion

Production of flaming
droplets during 

combustion

By Wojciech Brozyna 

Managing Director 

Aluprof UK Limited

VIEWPOINT 
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James Fisher, Managing Director of Bilco 
UK, Howe Green and Profab Access, 
shares three key areas specifiers and 
roofing contractors should focus on when 
specifying smoke vents.

Natural Smoke and Heat Exhaust 
Ventilators (NSHEVs), more commonly 
known as smoke vents, provide essential 
ventilation in the event of a building fire. 
Installed in the roof, they open by sensors 
or remote control in response to exhaust 
smoke and noxious fumes. The aim of 
a smoke vent is to make a dangerous 
situation safer for all individuals. 

Understanding the seriousness of smoke - 
While many may presume that the biggest 
danger of a fire are the flames, smoke 
inhalation can be far more dangerous and 
life threatening.  As a fire develops inside 
a building, it burns the oxygen in the air, 
removing most of the available oxygen as 
part of ‘incomplete combustion’, which in 
turn produces toxic and potentially deadly 
carbon monoxide.  

When a fire ignites in an enclosed space 
the smoke rising from the fire gets 
trapped by the ceiling. It then begins to 
spread, forming an expanding layer that 
leaks into any gaps in the floors or walls. 
This can lead to individuals becoming 
disorientated, with their vision becoming 
increasingly clouded, hindering safe 
evacuation. 

The installation of smoke vents in 
appropriate locations around a building 
will protect occupants in the event of a fire 
by preventing the excessive build-up of 
smoke and noxious fumes. 

Knowing your regulations - ensuring the 
right product is used in the correct context 
is paramount to not only ensuring it is fit 
for purpose, but is also compliant with 
relevant regulations and provides the 
highest levels of safety. When specifying 
a smoke vent for a roof, it should be 

compliant with the Construction Products 
Regulation 305/2011, CE-marked with a 
Declaration of  Conformity. It should also 
be manufactured to meet the demands of 
Building Regulations, Approved Document 
B, BS9999 and BS EN12101-2. 

The control of the smoke vent should also 
be considered, whether this is in the form 
of a dedicated management system or a 
solution integrated into a wider networked 
fire alarm system. 

Customising your specification - While the 
functionality and quality of the smoke 
vent will be the primary consideration, 
aesthetics can also be an important factor. 
Specifiers and contractors have a wide 
range of elements to choose from to 
ensure the product is tailored to meet the 
project’s unique needs. Customisation may 
include elements such as hardware, paint 
finishes, curb liners, manual or automatic 
control units, open-close switches and rain 
and wind sensors. 

While a NSHEV plays a pivotal role 
in fire protection by successfully 
exhausting smoke, they can also be 
utilised for comfort ventilation, removing 
the requirement for additional roof 
penetration. The vents also adopt the role 
of a skylight, allowing natural light to filter 
through into the space below.  

By installing the smoke vent with the 
addition of a fixed vertical safety ladder, 
its can provide an adequate means of 
escape from the roof and offer access to 
contractors for infrequent maintenance.  
When specifying smoke vents, it’s 
important to explore the individual 
requirements for each development  to 
design a bespoke solution that is fit for 
purpose, whilst also ensuring compliance 
with all relevant legislations.
www.bilcouk.co.uk

Take The Smart Approach 
To Specifying Smoke Vents

 VIEWPOINT VIEWPOINT 

Tony Stevens, Technical Estimator at 
Bilco UK outlines some key factors to be 
considered when specifying ladders for 
accessing a roof area.

Where is the ladder going to be used?  If 
the ladder is required to gain access to 
the roof and to be mounted externally it 
will require a safety cage and guard rail to 
enter the roof safely.   

What is the ladder going to be used with?   
You need to have a clear understanding 
of the type of access product the ladder is 
going to be used with. For a small hatch, 
such as the Bilco E-50TB, which has 
internal dimensions of 915mm x 915mm, a 
fixed vertical ladder should be specified. 

A retractable ladder would not be 
recommended for the E-50TB as the 
ladder angle would hinder access when 
you get close to the hatch. Where 
frequent access to the roof area is 
required for maintenance personnel, 
tools and equipment a companionway 
roof hatch, like the CS-50TB which is a 
larger elongated access hatch, is generally 
required.  

In this instance a companionway ladder or 
a retractable ladder can be specified (the 
maximum size for companionway would 
be 2440mm and 1500mm for retractable). 
The companionway ladder is a 75 degree 
angled, rigid ladder providing permanent 
access to the roof hatch. Retractable 
ladders are ideal for use in areas where 
the floor space must be kept clear. They 
can be mounted above a ceiling and be 
offered with additional vertical backboards 
with steps and a handrail. 

They can also be supplied with fire rating. 
Where access is required to the roof area 
via a smoke ventilator, like the Bilco ESW-
50REM, a retractable ladder is not an 
option.  The very nature of the mechanism 
of a retractable ladder would prevent the 
flow of smoke through the vent.  It would 

therefore be counterproductive to use 
a retractable ladder with a smoke vent, 
although we have seen this specified 
on more than one occasion! The only 
recommended ladder for use with a 
smoke ventilator is a fixed vertical ladder, 
due to the small footprint of this type of 
ladder. 
  
Ladder Height - Knowing the height of 
the floor to underside of roof access 
hatch that you wish to access may seem 
incredibly obvious, but you may be 
surprised by the number of ladders that 
are specified either too short or too long 
for the height required!

Roof Void Height - When specifying a 
retractable ladder it is essential that you 
know the height of the roof void - the 
space between the ceiling and the roof. 
This is to ensure the ladder box liner will 
fit inside the space once retracted.

What happens if you get the specification 
wrong? If you specify a small hatch for use 
with a companionway ladder or retractable 
ladder it will be difficult to access. If you 
specify a large length hatch, it will be 
difficult to access from a fixed vertical 
ladder. The worker will have to overstretch 
to open and close the hatch, putting 
themselves into an unsafe position. 

If you specify a retractable ladder with 
a smoke ventilator you will compromise 
the integrity of the smoke ventilator by 
blocking the flow of smoke. To conclude, 
specifying ladders might seem like a 
straightforward aspect of a building 
project but the health and safety and 
functionality implications are far reaching. 

Always ensure you specify the right type 
of ladder and hatch that will provide the 
safest and easiest access to the roof area. 
If you need help with the specifying the 
right ladder to use for roof access please 
contact tony.stevens@access-360.co.uk

Key Considerations When 
Specifying Ladders
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Encasement Covers All The 
Angles At Cardiff Bay’s 
Flagship Premier Inn

Due to the unique casing design, all 
the casings were manufactured from 
10mm thick GRP, which was hand-laid 
in moulds to give a precise form, while 
ensuring the casings incorporated the 
specified high quality yellow RAL 1018 
Gel-coat finish.  Each casing is a two-
part design, which enables them to be 
placed around the structural steelwork 
before being secured and the joint lines 
concealed using colour-matched polymer 
filler. 

To ensure the system fitted perfectly 
over the steelwork, Encasement 
constructed a framework within the 
column casing, which is fixed to the 
steelwork and provides a continuous 
support to each component. This also 
allows each casing to be secured to the 
frame and hold each element securely 
in place to provide a strong and rigid 
solution.  
Encasement’s Managing Director, Martin 
Taylor, explained: “We have been 
involved in a wide range of projects 
requiring casing solutions of all shapes, 
sizes and materials. Some are purely 
for aesthetic reasons; while others take 
advantage of a particular material’s 
characteristics that overcomes a specific 
technical challenge or meets a unique 
specification requirement.  “However, 
with this project, the casings were not 
only genuinely unique, to accommodate 
the layout of the building’s steel support 
structure, but also had to have good 
damage resistance, excellent weather-
proof performance and make a bold 
aesthetic statement for one of the UK’s 
best known hotel brands.”  

He added: “The end result speaks for 
itself, as the finished project not only 
looks dramatic, but also meets all 
the client’s technical and performance 
specifications. We’re delighted to have 
played a part in this excellent project.”
www.encasement.co.uk

One of the latest hotels from the 
Premier Inn chain in Cardiff Bay is using 
bespoke ‘Polyma’ GRP column casings 
from Encasement to conceal diagonal 
structural steelwork that runs along the 
full length of the building, while adding 
a distinctive and colourful feature due to 
their bright yellow finish.

 Although the successful regeneration 
and development of Cardiff Bay has 
attracted a wide range of businesses 
and stimulated tourism, it has also 
exposed a shortfall in quality hotel 
accommodation in the area, which 
the new Premier Inn is helping to 
address.  Designed by Holder Mathias 
Architects as part of the £40 million 
Cardiff Waterside development that also 
includes two office buildings, the eight-
storey hotel has 210 double, twin and 
family rooms, together with a restaurant, 
bar and meeting facilities.

As Cardiff Bay includes an eclectic mix of 
building types and styles, ranging from 
ultra modern angular office buildings 
to mid-nineteenth century structures, 
the Premier Inn’s unique exterior design 
reflect the area’s characteristics with 
the use of ‘punched hole’ widows, brick 
style facade and Encasement’s bright 
yellow casings. 

An integral aspect of the building’s 
steel frame construction is the use of 
diagonal square section supports below 
a sharp cantilevered edge on the front 
elevation, which are joined at the top 
and base to create a continuous angular 
design. 

PROJECT INSIGHT  PROJECT INSIGHT

To conceal the structural 
steelwork and enhance 
the building’s aesthetics, 
Encasement’s Polyma GRP 
range was used, as it is 
weather proof and resistant 
to damage, which makes 
it ideal for exterior use.  
Encasement manufactured 
and installed 40 column 
casing sections, each 
measuring 400mm in 
diameter and 3860mm in 
length, together with 40 
bespoke ‘V’ shaped casing 
sections and two single 
casings to conceal the fixing 
brackets at each end. 
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A big part of urban development is the role of street 
furniture. Well-designed furniture makes an urban space 
more sociable, inclusive, safer, and boosts communities. 
Benches provide functionality for people to sit, rest 
and socialise. Litter bins provide a place for refuse but 

importantly help keep outdoor areas clean. And 
now with the rise in smart urban furniture, 

it is only going to have a bigger impact 
on people’s lives. 

Street furniture serves to create 
an ‘experience’ rather than just 
to look good and provide a 
functionality. It is integrated 
into urban realm to enhance the 
lives of the people who use it. 
This is particularly relevant with 

the rise of smart urban furniture. 
Smart benches now provide WIFI 

access and recharging points. Smart 
lighting now detects movement and 

alters its brightness for people who have 
vision impairment or low vision.  

One of the true benefits of smart street furniture is that it 
can be easily adapted to local environments. For example 
in the London borough of Islington, smart benches were 
adapted for World Cancer Day so users had the option to 
donate two pounds via a contactless payment to Cancer 
Research UK. The last decade has seen a considerable 
shift in how urban spaces are designed and constructed 
across the world. 

Construction professionals have changed their practices 
from designing urban places around buildings and 
roadways, instead now focusing on public spaces and 
communities. Town and city planners are increasingly 
realising that public places and urban spaces are most 
prosperous when they are designed around community-
led initiatives. It boosts a community’s spirit, develops a 
culture and drives the economy. 

For more information on the Bailey Street Furniture Group 
please contact their team on 01625 322888 or email 
enquiries@bsfg.co.uk. To view the company’s range of 
high quality street furniture visit www.bsfg.co.uk

HOW URBAN SPACES ARE TRANSFORMING 
AND THE ROLE OF STREET FURNITURE

An underground car park in Norwich has been given a new lease of 
life thanks to Bradite’s high performance, hard-wearing CF22 Floor 
Finish. Locally-based Cladspray Solutions tackled the job at Trinity 
Street where a basement car park beneath a new build apartment 
block required marking out. 

The client required 13 individual spaces 
plus two specifically marked for electric 
charging points. The first task was to 
prepare the rough concrete floor surface 
which had been used as a storage 
area for plant and materials during the 
construction of the block above. “First 
we diamond grinded the floor to create 
an even, clean surface,” says Cladspray 
Solutions Business Development Manager 
Dan Ruegg. There was no hesitation in 
using the CF22 for the new covering. “This 

will be the second time we’ve used the product and we knew it 
would be durable enough for the job even though it’s a single 
pack product,” he said. 

Firstly, the main floor was painted grey with one coat of the 
chlorinated rubber floor paint thinned to 20 percent. This was 
then followed by two full coats. The individual bays were to be 
delineated in a contrasting colour rather than the more traditional 
broken white lines. Bays 1 to 13 were to be painted blue and the 
two electric charging bays bright green. 

To achieve this, the individual bays were masked with timber 
while the rest of the floor was painted and then treated in the 
appropriate colours with CF22, again thinned to 20 percent, 
followed by two full coats. Thermoplastic bay numbers and car 
charging logos were then applied by blow torch.Bradite CF22 is 
suited to both concrete and steel surfaces and is highly resistant 
to chemicals and oils. It is suitable for use both indoors or 
outdoors. www.bradite.com
 

BRADITE DELIVERS COLOUR-CO-ORDINATED 
CHARACTER  CAR PARK

A development of five stylish townhouses 
in East Sussex three of which feature the 
traditional finish of slate hanging, fixed 
across Magply boards with horizontal 
battens, providing a substrate offering 
excellent weathering and fire resistance. Oval 
Carpentry from Worthing is installing the 
9mm Magply boards across timber studwork, 
infilling a steel frame, ready for the battens 
and an underlay.  Marley Eternit cement 
slates then complete the upper elevations. 

Pivotal to the specification was the need 
to create a wall zone which can resist the 
passage of fire from outside the structure.  
This is a role to which Magply is ideally 
suited: frequently being specified for flat 
developments and buildings in very close 
proximity to neighbouring properties. Magply 
boards are very moisture stable thanks to 
their modified MgO formulation that also 
represents an environmentally friendly 
alternative to conventional plywood or OSB 
sheets. The production process keeps the 
chlorine content to just 0.01%, enhancing 
long-term durability.     www.magply.co.uk

MAGPLY BOARDS OFFER SAFE 
SUPPORT FOR SLATE 
HANGING ON TOWNHOUSES
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As well as its colourful naval history, including 
a daring raid on the English fleet by the Dutch 
navy, the Port of Chatham also faces regular 
assault by storms blowing off the Medway: 
prompting the designers for an apartment 
development on an elevated site, to specify 
a highly weather resistant render finish to the 
elevations, applied across Magply boards. 

Eco-rend (South East) Ltd fitted the Magply 
boards and apply the Baumit render. For the 
upper storeys, the 12mm Magply boards are 
secured across the timber framework infilling 
the main structure, while concrete blockwork 
features right around the ground level podium. 
This will have timber battens secured to it to 
create a cavity behind the Magply boards, ready 
to carry the render treatment. 

Despite offering good adhesion for the 
decorative render system, Magply boards 
are very moisture stable thanks to their 
modified MgO formulation that also represents 
an environmentally friendly alternative to 
conventional plywood or OSB sheets. The 
production process keeps the chlorine content 
to just 0.01%, enhancing long term durability.  
www.magply.co.uk

CHATHAM APARTMENTS’ RENDER 
FINISH BASED ON MAGPLY 
PERFORMANCE Pop Up Power Supplies are delighted to be asked 

to install 13 new electricity units at The Hepworth 
Wakefield. The Hepworth Wakefield Garden which 
will be one of the UK’s largest free public gardens 
is being designed 
by Tom Stuart 
-Smith and Pop Up 
Power Supplies are 
contracted to install 
the new units 
within the grounds 
of the gallery 
gardens.

The Hepworth 
Wakefield is an 
award winning 
art gallery in the 
heart of Yorkshire. 
The building itself 
was designed by 
David Chipperfield 
Architects and opened in May 2011. It is 
predominately a gallery space but also hosts 
regular fairs and markets throughout the year 
to support artists and local makers. It is for this 
purpose that an external electricity supply is 
required.  The PUPS3030 Floor-boxes are to be 
installed around the perimeter of the area and this 
will allow electricity to be accessed from multiple 
and varying points. 

Manufactured entirely from stainless steel the Floor-
box is fitted with 16A single phase IP67 sockets. 
Hepworth have 12 of these units. The PUPS02 In 
Ground Unit allows for power distribution to be 

entirely hidden even 
during operation. 
The cover for each 
unit is slightly 
recessed and 
infilled with the 
exact substrate of 
the surrounding 
area. Each unit is 
seamlessly hidden 
within the ground 
and the power 
cables then run 

directly from the unit to the nearby stall. Each 
cable has a safety guard protector.  Pop Up Power 
also supply electricity through Bollards in a variety 
of designs to suit the surroundings.   
www.popuppower.co.uk

POP UP POWER GETS ARTY!

The historic listed ruins of a former farm estate 
property, dating back to the 19 th century, 
required sympathetic repair whilst ensuring 
minimal disruption to the already fragile 
structure. 

These partially collapsed rubble stone walls 
had suffered from years of weathering and 
deterioration but were now to be incorporated 
into the annexe of a modern farm conversion. 
Flexible HeliBars were used to stabilise the ruins 
as they offered the ideal solution due to the 
irregularities in the direction of the mortar beds. 

HeliBars were also suitable for reinforcing the 
chimney breasts and fireplaces which were  to be 
retained from the previous split-level property the 
ruins once were. Once the concealed installation 
was complete, the ruins were fully stabilised and 
reinforced. The original materials were retained, 
structural integrity restored and the ancient walls 
could now be incorporated into the new annexe.    
www.helifix.co.uk

MODERN BARN CONVERSION GIVES 
LISTED STONE RUINS A NEW LEASE OF LIFE

The redevelopment of a large residential 
property in Sutton Coldfield to create a 
£5million mansion is making use of Marmox 
Multiboard’s unique benefits, both inside 
and out, featuring within the pool/spa 
complex and then around a terraced patio 
area.  
The 10mm thick boards are held securely 
against the concrete blockwork, offering 
an ideal substrate for applying the marble 
tiles. Marmox Multiboards are manufactured 
from extruded polystyrene (XPS), faced on 
both sides with mesh reinforced, polymer 
cement mortar and offer a range of positive 
physical characteristics in addition to being 
fully waterproof.  
They are light to handle and easy to cut, 
while still being able to sustain substantial 
loadings if required and they further offer 
good thermal insulation performance, 
helping to cut condensation risk. 
www.marmox.co.uk

MULTIBOARD FEATURES IN 
MIDLANDS MANSION AS MARBLE 
BACKER-BOARD
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The Isola district of Milan has 
recently undergone a major 
transformation, making it one of the 
most attractive areas of the city. Due 
to the prime location of De Castillia 
23 and its excellent transport links, 
Gruppo Unipol decided to renovate 
the building and occupy it as their 
headquarters.  

Gruppo Unipol wanted to create 
an innovative, contemporary 
building in keeping with the area. 
The restoration work aimed to 
completely change the building’s 
aesthetic features, but also to 
improve its functionality, energy 
performance and the overall 
efficiency of the building’s 
management. 

The architects, Progetto CMR, 
proposed an unusual glass prism 
façade design, aimed at reflecting 
sunlight in a constantly different 
way. This required a method of 
connecting the glass support 
brackets to the hollow tubular 
sections forming the façade. The 
structural engineer for this project 
decided to specify the Flush 
Fit Hollo-Bolt by Lindapter, an 
expansion bolt that requires access 
to only one side of a Structural 
Hollow Section (SHS). 

Hollo-Bolt was chosen as it offered 
significant benefits including 
fast installation, high strength 
capacity, clean visual finish, and 
a range of independent technical 
accreditations, which include the CE 
mark and ETA to achieve a design 
compliant with Eurocode 3. 

The main contractor MAP 
Carpenteria used a total of 6,800 
size M8 Hollo-Bolts to connect 
the glass support brackets to the 
façade framework of two buildings. 
Installation was quick and easy as 
each bolt is inserted into pre-drilled 
holes and tightened with a torque 
wrench to recommended tightening 
torque to provide the necessary 
clamping force. 

The brackets then securely held 
each glass panel in the required 
position to create the elegant 
façade. The specification of Hollo-
Bolts provided an approved 
connection design compliant with 
Eurocode 3 that met the structural 
engineers requirements. Hollo-Bolts 
also provided a clean architectural 
appearance, and excellent corrosion 
protection thanks to the zinc plated 
finish. www.lindapter.com

Hollo-Bolt 
Offers Benefits 
For Gruppo 
Unipol 
Renovation
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Design freedom from Schöck - As the leading 
international supplier of structural thermal 
breaks, Schöck has hundreds of variants in its 
Isokorb range, offering a solution to practically 
any design detail.   The predominating Isokorb 
at the Design District is for concrete-to-concrete, 
but not all of the requirements were so 
relatively straightforward.   

Building C1 is a prime example.  Set on the 
east side of the main entrance, this three-level 
workshop and studio building has a basketball 
court on the roof.   It has unusually deep floor 
zones, several large cantilevered elements and 
a steel mesh enclosure supported on a braced-
steel frame around the court, which utilises 
Isokorb elements for concrete-to-steel detailing. 

There is also an external staircase and concrete 
cantilevered walkway.   Where the walkway 
encloses the staircase, there are particularly 
large cantilevers and here the walkway slabs, 
supported by a main beam, enclose cast-in 
steel beams and three cross-beams. These are 
bolted back to the structural slabs using Isokorb 
units for steel-to-steel construction and steel 
construction-to-concrete slabs.      

Large capacity thermal breaks required 
- Building D1 is a community of studios, 
workshops and office spaces, which structurally 
consists of robust concrete slabs – with trees 
located on the external decks.  Some extremely 
large capacity structural thermal break elements 
were developed to take the loads.   

Other buildings that incorporate Schöck Isokorb 
solutions are A1; which marks the main access 
to the Design District.   D4, with its tall slim 
facade; and A4 on the western edge of the 
site, which welcomes visitors with a large roof-
mounted illuminated sign.  

Totally verifiable performance - The 
comprehensive Schöck Isokorb range enables 
concrete-to-concrete, steel–to-steel and 
concrete-to-steel detailing.   And there are 
solutions too that provide a maintenance-free 
alternative to wrapped parapets; along with a 
product which thermally insulates connections 
for reinforced concrete walls and columns.   
Products meet full compliance with the relevant 
UK building regulations, have NHBC approval 
and offer LABC Registration.  There is also the 
security of independent BBA Certification.  
www.schoeck.co.uk 

Creativity From Schöck 
At New Greenwich 
Design District

The O2 Arena on the Greenwich Peninsula has a new 
neighbour – Greenwich Design District – providing 
14,000sqm of affordable studios and workshops for 
creatives working across areas as diverse as design, 
fashion, art, music and digital technology.  This 
pedestrianised, vibrant neighbourhood, comprises 
sixteen free-standing buildings, situated around five 
courtyards and a central public square.   With the 
exception of the single level Food Hall, the buildings 
range in height from three-to-five levels and are a 
mix of reinforced concrete, structural steel and cross-
laminated timber.     

Minimising thermal bridging is crucial - Improved 
thermal performance is becoming increasingly 
important in large new build developments and the 
prevention of thermal bridging has a huge role to play. 
Ineffectual insulation at cantilever connectivity points 
results in local heat loss, requiring more energy to 
maintain the building’s internal temperature.    Low 
internal surface temperatures around the thermal 
bridge can also cause condensation, leading to 
structural integrity problems with absorbent insulation 
products and the potentially serious occurrence of 
mould growth.

PROJECT INSIGHT  PROJECT INSIGHT
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Heavy 3 Slate For 
Award-Winning New 
Build Arts And Craft 
Home

Completing the exceptional Arts and Crafts style at a 
large, private family home in Scotland’s Gleneagles, CUPA 
PIZARRAS’ thick Heavy 3 natural slate roofing has been 
specified and installed to provide a durable and lasting 
high quality finish across this impressive 680m2 roof.  
Designed to accentuate the traditional appearance of this 
stunning three-storey new build house, the diminishing 
course natural slate roof features a 50-degree pitch 
with each course getting progressively shorter in length 
towards the roof’s ridge.

Expanding on the specification detail, Fiona Robinson 
design architect and founding director at Thomas 
Robinson Architects, explains: “After discussion with the 
client, it was agreed that an attractive Arts and Crafts-
inspired house would suit the plot best. Although, natural 
slate isn’t a typical roofing choice for this architectural 
period, a loose code was set by the Gleneagles Estate to 
maintain quality and harmony in the area. This naturally 
made slate our first choice with it being familiar locally."

"Working alongside CUPA PIZARRAS’ Specification 
Manager, Allan Liddell, we specified the Heavy 3 natural 
slate as we knew it would provide the refined, traditional 
look we wanted to achieve and, more importantly, would 
deliver the hard wearing finish our clients were looking 
for. We’ve used it on multiple projects in the past so were 
100% confident in its performance – the weather can be 
pretty unforgiving here in Scotland.”

The blue black Heavy 3 is 
supplied as a 300 x 200mm 
slate and, unlike the artificial 
products, the colour and the 
properties stay unalterable 
through time with no 
maintenance required. Split to 
an average thickness of 7mm 
to 9mm and featuring non-
rusting metallic particles and 
thin laminations, which form a 
riven surface, the finish suits 
this traditional architectural 
style.  The roof also includes 
mini-dormer windows to break-
up the expansive roof space, 
giving a fine detailed edge to 
the appearance of the house 
externally as well as creating a 
pleasing effect from the inside. 

With a combination of warm 
and cold roof construction 
dependent upon internal 
arrangements, the specification 
of the warm roof generally 
comprises 245mm-deep timber 
rafters built-up with a 190mm 
thickness of insulation, a 50mm 
air gap, traditional sarking 
boards and overlaid with a layer 
of Proctor Roofshield breather 
membrane.  The Heavy 3 slates 
are securely fixed with copper 
nails combined with complex 
leadwork detailing, which 
included lead soakers and wood 
roll verge detail. 

This approach resulted in a 
robust cohesive system to 
provide excellent weather 

protection, which fully 
complies with Scottish building 
regulations. Installed by expert 
roofing contractor John Carey, 
the installation was completed 
in a seven-week timeframe. 

John explains: “The CUPA 
PIZARRAS team 
provided exactly 
the support we 
needed for this 
impressive 
residential 
project. 
We worked 
closely with 
the design 
team and the 
CUPA PIZARRAS 
specification 
manager to ensure the 
correct product was used, with 
additional support throughout 
the installation as and when it 
was needed." 

"This really helped to keep the 
installation process on track. 
I’ve been fixing CUPA PIZARRAS 
slates for the last twenty years 
and use them on every job I 
do.” This prestigious project 
earned Thomas Robinson 
Architects the accolade of 
Winner in The Herald Property 
Awards for Scotland in the 
‘Individual New Build’ category.   
www.cupapizarras.com/uk 
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Another important aspect of the specification is that 
Kalwall is inherently highly insulating. For example, a 
70mm thick panel can offer values up to 0.28W/m2K - 
equivalent to that of an insulated cavity wall cavity wall. 
The unique ability to transmit large amounts of usable 
light with low levels of solar heat gain means less 
radiant energy is transmitted. 

With increased natural daylight, energy-consuming 
artificial lighting and air-conditioning costs are 
dramatically reduced. Kalwall is a popular choice for 
projects where performance, long life cycle and low 
maintenance are required, coupled with an aesthetic finish. 
The lightweight system reduces the need for supporting 
structures while offering the highest protection in terms of 
wind-borne debris and resistance to impact, abrasion and 
point loads. 

Kalwall’s exterior face is colour stable being formulated 
with a UV resistant self-cleaning resin. This means that 
normal rainfall helps to keep the surface free of dust 
and dirt, while at the same time retaining its original 
colour during the weathering process.  
www.structura-uk.com/kalwall

Maximising Daylight 
And Thermal Insulation

The new £15m Activity Centre at St George’s 
College, Weybridge, is a beautifully designed 
sports hall which sits perfectly in the College’s 
Grade II listed park.  It contains six courts along 
with climbing walls and multi-use spaces. Here, 
architects Scott Brownrigg have sympathetically 
created a striking building complete with 
Kalwall® translucent cladding to maximise 
diffused daylighting and thermal insulation. 

Kalwall was specified for the clerestory 
daylighting and shaped to follow the lines of 

the curved roof. This allows for diffused daylight to be cast deep into 
the interior sports areas, thereby removing shadows and glare and the 
stark contrasts of light and shade. The even distribution of light makes 
it easier for players to distinguish markings on the floor as well as 
spotting balls and other equipment. Kalwall is also highly resistant to 
impact, making it excellent for use in this type of school gymnasium 
environment. 

PROJECT INSIGHT  PROJECT INSIGHT
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Innovative 
Architecture 
Helps Keep People 
Moving

Social trends in sports are changing. Urban activities 
traditionally consigned to the urban landscape are now 
being embraced by the mainstream and incorporated into 
the interior sports environment. Sports such as parkour, 
street football and street basketball have been adopted by 
leisure companies to attract younger members and to keep 
people moving. 

This new encouragement in sports, movement and activity, 
has led to a new generation of buildings offering urban 
activities in a raw industrial environment and which require 
specialist architectural innovation. For example, Troldtekt 
wood wool panelling is frequently used to combat the 
effects of noise and reverberation around these large 
spaces while offering visual aesthetic appeal.  This trend is 
examined in detail by Troldtekt in its latest theme on sports 
and movement which can be found here... 
https://bit.ly/2vR90l6. 

The essential characteristics of a good activity 
environment is accessibility and flexibility, 
inviting and comfortable zones and movement 
areas which are green and sustainable. Troldtekt 
acoustic solutions are an important part of 
the design, especially where activity noise is 
increased and the space must accommodate 
everyone from keen football players to jubilant 
children. 

In addition, robustness and strength, such 
as impact resistance to balls hitting 
ceilings and walls, are vital.  This is why 
Troldtekt is so widely specified where 
the focus is on movement. 

Specified throughout the UK and 
Europe, the benefits of 100% 
Troldtekt natural wood wool panels 
include high sound absorption, high 
durability, natural breathability, low cost 
life cycle performance and sustainability.

Available in various sizes and in four grades 
from extreme to coarse, the panels can be left 
untreated or painted in virtually any RAL colour. 

Samples, case studies and technical information 
are easily sourced from www.troldtekt.co.uk while 
information on Troldtekt’s CSR, Environmental 
and Sustainability can be found at https://www.
troldtekt.com/News/Themes/Create-architecture-
for-sports-and-movement or https://bit.ly/2vR90l6
Photo Credit: Rasmus Hjortshøj/COAST Studio

The theme includes expert articles and interviews 
with architects and sport science lecturers along with 
relevant case studies. A good example is the 23,000 
sqm Holbaek Sportsby in Denmark which encompasses 
a swimming pool, racquet sports, multi-purpose hall 
and mountain bike trails together with a modern Health 
Centre. 

Here, Troldtekt acoustic panels offer robustness and 
strength and natural breathability from the wood. 
The panels. with their superior acoustic properties, 
dramatically reduce reverberation where physical 
activity takes place.   However, with cities having less 
space to build on new solutions have also emerged 
to integrate sport and movement inside the built 
environment itself. 

This involves innovative thinking to create the efficient 
use of existing facilities, such as schools which can 

have a major impact 
on children’s activity 
levels because it 
is easier and more 
convenient to be 
active in buildings 
you are already 
using. Even sports 
parks on city roofs 
and corridors turned 
into race-tracks 
are become more 
frequent.

PROJECT INSIGHT  PROJECT INSIGHT
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Sto Acoustic 
System 
Proves 
Beneficial 
For A Royal 
College 
Auditorium

An integrated acoustic solution from Sto has 
been used to create a balanced acoustic 
environment for a major Scottish medical 
training establishment. The StoSilent Distance 
system has been installed in the main 
auditorium space at the world-famous Royal 
College of Physicians of Edinburgh.

The college provides specialist education, 
training and examination services for the 
medical profession, and the Physicians 
International Conference Centre auditorium 
plays a key role in these activities. Says Neil 
Greenshields of LDN Architects, “our aim was 
to reduce the auditorium’s reverberation times, 
increase speech intelligibility and to work to 
the 0.9 second remit.  The StoSilent Distance 
system provided an excellent way to achieve 
the required acoustics and aesthetics within 
the space.”

The StoSilent Distance system incorporates a 
metal profile sub-construction, onto which the 
recycled, expanded glass granulate acoustic 
boards are fitted. This lightweight, monolithic 
system can be used to create clean, seamless 
and uncluttered ceiling solutions.  Where 
ceiling voids are being used to accommodate 
services behind the system, it can be adjusted 
to suit the requirements, as in this case, and 
to achieve a certain aesthetic and shape to 
suit the space, creating a modern, clean, 
homogeneous, seamless appearance.

“The curved design of the auditorium 
posed certain challenges, in that there were 
a number of structural elements which 
effectively cut across the curves,” adds 
John Russell of Roskel Contracts Ltd, a Sto 
authorized applicator who installed the 
acoustic system. “Fortunately, the StoSilent 
Distance system includes a versatile 
suspension system to which the acoustic 
boards are installed. Together with the fact 
that the boards are lightweight, easy to cut 
and form onsite, this gave us the flexibility we 
needed to create the design of the individual 
hemispheres and help create the clean, 
seamless surfaces that were required.”

The benefit of the StoSilent Distance system to 
the end-user and onsite building management 
team is that it can be maintained and 
effectively repaired throughout the lifetime 
of the auditorium, to maintain its clean, 
monolithic appearance well into the future. 
Sto’s specially-formulated

StoSilent Décor M acoustic plaster was used to 
finish the acoustic system. This spray-applied 
finish features a minimal granular aesthetic 
which has a high degree of light resolution, 
and this helped create a visually attractive 
finish for the auditorium. StoSilent Décor M can 
be tinted to match both RAL colours, subject to 
confirmation, and a wide range of shades from 
the StoColor system.  www.sto.co.uk

Malcolm Cochrane Photography 
courtesy of the Royal College of 
Physicians of Edinburgh.
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Natalia Nuñez, architect and 
CUPACLAD product manager, explains 
the significance of the project: “This 
project is emblematic for CUPA 
PIZARRAS as it perfectly represents 
the image we want to give of natural 
slate; a timeless, durable material 
that perfectly answers to the needs 
of a daring, modern architecture. 
France is the “country of slate” 
and the largest consumer of slate 
worldwide. The Binet building is a 
reference that highlights our know-
how and our innovative slate usage.”

This first slate-clad building in Paris 
highlights the futureproof of natural 
slate and contemporary architecture. 
Slate provides countless technical 
and natural properties and has 
inimitable textures and colours.  
www.cupapizarras.com/uk

Hotel Binet, 
Designed With 
Natural Slate
The Binet building is an innovative, 
creative and modern building 
designed with natural slate. A 
4-star hotel, a restaurant, several 
meeting rooms, a headquarters and 
a rooftop bar are all located within 
this impressive building covered in 
natural slate using CUPACLAD® 101 
RANDOM. This modern building has 
been designed by the architecture 
studio ECDM Architectes. 

Located in the heart of the 18th 
district of Paris, next to the Porte 
de Montmartre, it offers an amazing 
view of the Sacré-Cœur. This building 
is part of an urban renewal project, 
initiated by Paris City Council in 2011 
to reinvent the Binet quarter and 
open it to the French capital. 

A timeless and modern cladding 
reinvents the Binet quarter. The 
innovative natural slate design looks 
like a black arrow pointing to the 
sky of Paris. The slate cladding offers 
a sleek and stylish appearance. The 
cladding of the building is formed 
by more than 30.000 natural slates 
which have been carefully selected 
to ensure the best quality. 

The design which uses CUPACLAD® 
101 RANDOM offers a dynamic 
look thanks to the combination of 
different slate formats (50×25, 50×20 
and 50×15). Vincent Foubert, work 
supervisor of Lucas Reha, explains 
how it was a pleasure to work 
with slate again, and to teach his 
team how to install this marvellous 
material. 

Nicolas Barsotti, the manager of The 
Originals Paris Maison Montmartre 
(the 4-star hotel located on the 
5th and 6th floor), highlights 
the potential of slate in modern 
architecture:  “I think slate can be 
used in a lot of projects due to 
its stylish appearance and easy 
maintenance.” 

Due to its many advantages 
including its elegant and 
innovative look, slate has been 
chosen unanimously. Furthermore, 
Dominique Marrec highlights that the 
slates precise installation convinced 
the stakeholders since the beginning.



LET US TAKE YOU ON A JOURNEY 
THROUGH SPECIFYING FIRES

The new CPD course from DRU 

Fires is now available for architects, 

specifi ers and builders by live 

presentation or online video.

It provides a detailed insight into the different kinds 
of fi res & fi replaces, the latest available technology 
and the possibilities for new developments and 
refurbishment projects, large or small.
It is brought to you by one of Europe’s leading fi replace 
companies, with over 250 models in gas, wood and 
bioethanol and distributors in over 30 countries.
To book your personal CPD course, visit www.ribacpd.com
and follow the links to DRU Fires or contact us as below.

Exclusive UK distributor:
Drugasar Ltd. T: 0161 793 8700 E: info@drufi re.co.uk www.drufire.com
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